Abstract. This paper describes similarity analysis for the prediction of agent behavior in demographic simulation. We use modified jaccard distance to calculate the similarity of agent. A Census Data of 407,359 people is analyzed and the similarity is calculated on the Census. The calculation time is 71 seconds and the top similarity is 75%.
Introduction
Recently developed countries have studied to predict the composition and size of the population. They have been developed agent-based micro-simulation techniques. The state changes of birth, marriage, education, employment status have been determined using the mathematical function formulation or state transition tables. However, this is not considering individual characteristics of each agent. Also, this is a macro level rather than a micro-level simulation. The purpose of this paper is to find the agent who has lived in the most similar environment by considering the properties of each agent based on Census Data and to use the state of the agent for the state transition of an agent. For this purpose, Census Data on 1990 year is analyzed and similarity of each agent is calculated. The results of experiments for similarity measure will be shown and analyzed.
Similarity Measures
There are the Euclidean distance, Cosine distance, Jaccard distance to obtain the similarity measure.
Euclidean distance [1] . measures the distance between two points that one would measure with a ruler, and is given by the Pythagorean formula. In general, for an n-dimensional space, the distance is as follows.
Cosine distance [2] . measures the cosine of the angle between two vectors of an inner product space. Jaccard distance [3] . measures similarity between finite sample sets, and is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of the sample sets.
Experiments
We use Census Micro Data on 1990 year. Because the raw data of Census Micro Data is hard to use for calculation of similarity, the data should be preprocessed. Then, similarity for every single agents is measured. Table 2 . shows The differences for properties between a sample agent and testing agents. Every single value is "0" or "1". "1" means that two agents have same property. "0" means that the properties between two agents are different. 
Preprocessing Census Micro Data

DMS Similarity Measure Algorithm
DMS Similarity Measure Algorithm is modified Jaccard distance. The formula is as follows.
Intersection between agent A and agent B is divided by union of agent A and agent B, then multiply hundred for percentage.
Program code to calcuating DMS similarity is as follows. 
Environments
The program code for calcuating DMS similarity is developed by Perl 5 language. The experiments is performed on Intel Pentium 2 with Windows 7 operating system.
Result
The agent with top similarity has almost same properties with the sample agent. It seems two people have parallel life in the movie "Parallel Life". Table 3 . shows the comparison of calculation time for similarity measure, top similarities, and agent index with top similarity according to the number of agents. A Census Data of 407,359 people is analyzed and the similarity is calculated on the Census. The calculation time is 71 seconds and the top similarity is 75% as shown in Table 3 . Table 4 . Similarity calculation time increases as the number of agents increase. 
Discussions
A Census Data of 407,359 people is analyzed and the similarity is calculated on the Census. The calculation time is 71 seconds and the top similarity is 75%. The agent with top similarity has almost same properties with the sample agent. It seems two people have parallel life in the movie "Parallel Life".
In the future, we will develop more elaborated similarity measure for specific agent behaviors and apply to the demographic simulation system.
